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Morten Lindberg general manager 2L

Where MONO was black and white and STEREO is a polaroid snapshot, 

SURROUND is the real flesh

The music business is undergoing a period of major change. The CD format, 
launched in the early eighties, no longer satisfies listener expectations of spec-
tacular audio experiences. SACD (Super Audio CD) is the new digital format which  
support high resolution sound to the domestic audience. This compact disc looks 
like a normal CD and plays on all standard players and computers. A hybrid product 
offers all possibilities on one and the same CD, which consists of three layers: stereo 
and 5.1 surround with wide dynamic range and frequency spectrum, while the 
traditional CD layer renders the product compatible with conventional CD players.

Quadraphonic sound systems were launched in the 1970s but never really caught 
on. But when sound and vision are combined, the visual element dominates. Now 
the film industry has paved the way in private homes for multi-channels-audio.

Presence and participation are the magic words for future listeners. Surround 
products bring the listener to the very centre of the audio experience. The best 
seat in the concert hall is one that is not for sale – but the centre of the orchestra’s 
attention, the conductor, is paid a lot to occupy this very position. Now the audi-
ence themselves can occupy this exclusive place right in their own living-rooms. 
Giovanni Gabrieli did it with groups of brass instruments in renaissance Venice; 
one hundred years after Edison introduced his phonograph, Lindberg Lyd and 2L 
adds new dimensions to Norwegian music publishing and audio products.
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Norway is blessed with many churches and cathedrals. Most of our  
recordings are made in these wonderfull spaces. The music captured by 
2L features Norwegian composers and performers, and an international 
repertoire reflected in the Nordic athmosphere. 

All human beings have a basic need to express their emotions. This is 
brought out in short bursts or in tidal waves. It takes the shape of visual 
art, poetic literature, a fistfight at the local pub – or as music.

Emotions are built and nurtured by social structures. The community, 
and thereof the individual social behaviors, are shaped by climate and 
geography. These are the basic reasons why all regions develop their 
unique and distinct musical identity.

The international music industry, highly motivated by commercial  
rationalization, embraced the loud voice of globalization and gave 
birth to worldmusic. We do not expect The World to manage and  
develop our local musical expressions – and from our point of view 
all the Scandinavian countries are to be considered local in a global  
perspective. Future history might prove us wrong but we believe there 
is no such thing as a global identity. And identity is what music and art 
is all about.

The traditional way to illuminate and enhance an identity is to define  
the borders to operate within. We have chosen a different path as 
the products of 2L are developed without fences. 2L recognizes the  
fundamental values of stunning musical performances and excellent 
sound production. We capture these performances at their most real 
and surround them with appealing packaging.



in FOCUS 2006

Immortal NYSTEDT [1915 – ]

– Surrounded by the Wonders of Creation

2L29SACD  Hybrid Super Audio-CD 5.1 SURROUND + STEREO

Ensemble 96
choir SATB

Øystein Fevang
conductor

This is probably the best choir  
recording I have ever heard !!

Paramount is of course the incredible 
quality of the singers – but also the 
recording is impeccable.

ORF (Austrian public Radio/TV)

The beginning of the universe and the drama at Golgatha; 
medieval music and German baroque; the writings of Søren 
Kierkegaard – and a child’s baptism in Oslo in 1987. Knut 
Nystedt draws his inspiration from all ages, creating his 
monumental choral art with a Christian perspective and 
wide, humanistic appeal.

in FOCUS 2006

Drufiacc ®– extracted from rhythms
of blues and Nordic tunes with a classical scent

CD STEREO  2L23

Their previous CD  
Spill made big 

success in 2002. 

Now the double bass 
is substituted with 

drums in an even 
rougher image. 

Traditional Scandinavian music meets classical and bluesy 
streaks in a trio of percussion, fiddle and accordion to pro-
duce a tremendously compelling and driving sound, in the 
purest of tunes and the simplest of moods. This is what con-
stitutes the mastery of the Norwegian trio FLUKT

http://www.2l.musiconline.no/shop/displayAlbum.asp?id=29968
http://www.2l.musiconline.no/shop/displayAlbum.asp?id=28883


2L32 Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

Christmas is a season of expectation, peace and joy. However, joy can easily be overrun by 
stress and hurry and turnpeace into loneliness. At this point give yourself a break, sit down with  

pianist Wolfgang Plagge and let your mind come to rest while 
the sweetest sounds of Christmas fill your room.

The Inspiration of the Moment is of fundamental significance 
to any type of connection between human beings, in music  
as well as in speech. All tracks on this cd are results of sponta-
neously improvised variations over the Season’s most beloved 
songs and tunes.

Wolfgang Plagge piano

CHRISTMAS VARIATIONS

Improvised variations over the Christmas Season’s most beloved songs and tunes

2L31 Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

Over the hills and far away we find a colourful postcard from the East signed Camille Saint-Saëns, 
a wild and wonderful chaos in “1776”, a warm tribute to a Norwegian valley, a moving memorial 

to a dear friend, and a source of sheer enjoyment as in Percy 
Grainger’s “Over the Hills and Far Away” – vitamin C in musical 
form for children of all ages!

This recording presents the Kristiansand Wind Ensemble,  
successor to the Norwegian Army Band, in a refreshing program 
of international marches.

Kristiansand Wind Ensemble
Bjørn Sagstad conductor

Over the Hills

MARCH is more than a military instrument apt to shift groups of troops

in FOCUS 2006

2L33 2 x Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

What is new in Trygve Madsen’s Preludes & Fugues compared with Shostakovich’s? Apart from the 
indefinable element of musical personality Madsen’s music is influenced by twentieth century 

jazz and evergreens as much as it is by Bach.

”A substantial work offering considerable musical revenue,” says 
the performer Jens Harald Bratlie; ”it is full of excellent themes 
and motifs so well moulded together that they immediately 
give musical meaning full of life and character. Despite the  
total lack of performance instructions the music is clearly 
shaped, offering many opportunities for variation”

Jens Harald Bratlie piano

24 Preludes & Fugues

TRYGVE MADSEN’s music is friendly, full of humour, beautiful, elegant  
and capable of establishing a direkt link to the listeners heart

SONATA for solo violin

SONATA II for violin and piano

CONTRASTS for violin, clarinet and piano

2L28SACD  Hybrid Super Audio-CD 5.1 SURROUND + STEREO

Annar Follesø
violin

Björn Nyman
clarinet

Christian Ihle Hadland
piano

“The tragedy of Bartók was not only the lifelong struggle with 
poor health and constantly recurring financial difficulties, but 
also the neglect of his works, the ridicule of the press, and the 
lack of response of the audience on those rare occasions when 
he heard his works performed. 
Not until immediately after his death did his popularity spread 
to every part of the world. In his last two years, he enjoyed, 
finally the applause of the widest public and not only of the 
selected audiences of the various small societies of contem-
porary music.”

Ernö Balogh friend of Bartók’s

Bartók’s music receives red-blooded, totally committed 
performances by three of Scandinavia’s most gifted musi-
cians on this critically acclaimed disc, which ranges from the  
striking modernism of the Second Violin Sonata, via the  
jazz flirtation of Contrasts to the magisterial Bach homage 
of the Sonata for Solo Violin.

http://www.2l.musiconline.no/shop/displayAlbum.asp?id=30221


Immortal NYSTEDT Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

Ensemble 96 is among the elite of Norwegian vocal ensembles, attracting the attention of  
international music critics: “Under the masterful direction of Øystein Fevang, Ensemble 96  
performs with sumptuous warmth and clarity. It is rare to find a 
disc of modern repertoire where all three constituent elements 
(the composition itself, the performance and the production) 
conspire to produce a work of amalgamated excellence” wrote 
the British magazine Choir and Organ about Ensemble 96’  
recording of Wolfgang Plagges Liknarbraut (2L9).

Ensemble 96 choir SATB

Øystein Fevang conductor

2L29

Knut Nystedt draws his inspiration from all ages,  
creating his monumental choral art with a Christian perspective and wide, humanistic appeal.

2L26 Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

Grex Vocalis and 2L have brought together some of the most beautiful Christmas music for a 
cappella choir. 

O magnum mysterium – the opening words of Midnight Mass 
at Christmas – also express the shepherds’ awe upon seeing the 
child in the manger. The music of the festive season describes 
the great contrasts of the nativity. Here we find music inspired 
by the sense of wonder that the shepherds and the wise men 
must have felt on coming face to face with the great mystery.

Grex Vocalis choir SATB

Carl Høgset conductor

MAGNUM MYSTERIUM

Regardless of how one might choose to celebrate Christmas today, we believe that  
this music can contribute atmosphere, light and hope at the darkest time of the year

WIENIAWSKI vol 2 Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

Volume II of the 2L Wieniawski CD series features some sensational works: The legendary  
Polish violin virtuoso and composer Henryk Wieniawski also had an equally gifted brother, Josef. 
Together they composed astonishing music, recorded here on 
CD for the first time ever. Also meet the urbane as well as the 
exotic Henryk Wieniawski in well-known and unknown original 
settings, brilliantly performed by the Wieniawski specialist duo 
Janowski/Plagge.

Piotr Janowski violin

Wolfgang Plagge piano

2L30

HENRYK and JOSEF WIENIAWSKI: Allegro de Sonate, Romance sans paroles et Rondo élégant, 
Fantaisie orientale, Adagio élégiaque, Polonaise brillante, Grand duo polonais

BARTÓK Hybrid SACD  STEREO + 5.1

Bartók’s music receives red-blooded, totally committed performances by three of 
Scandinavia’s most gifted musicians on this critically acclaimed disc, which ranges 
from the striking modernism of the Second Violin  
Sonata, via the jazz flirtation of Contrasts to the magisterial  
Bach homage of the Sonata for Solo Violin.

Annar Follesø violin

Björn Nyman clarinet

Christian Ihle Hadland piano

2L28

SONATA solo violin  |  SONATA II violin and piano  |  CONTRASTS violin, clarinet and piano

2L27 CD STEREO

Sigurd Lie is best known for his gem of a song, Sne (Snow). His music sounds fresh and highly  
original, a continuing enrichment of our musical world. His musical palette is one of great vari-

ety. In the ”Wartburg” ballade he gives a colourful, captivating 
glimpse of the Middle Ages in Germany, and in the concert 
piece based on the folk tune ”Huldre aa’n Elland” he evokes a 
plaintive image of Norwegian nature where wild and sensitive 
qualities are expressed in the virtuoso violin playing. Symphony 
in A minor, does certainly open in harsh ”viking” style, and the 
music is draped in frost mist.

Kristiansand Symphony Orchestra
Terje Boye Hansen conductor

Frode Olsen bassbaritone  |  Terje Tønnesen violin

Sigurd Lie [ 1871-1904]

SIGURD LIE:  Symphony in A minor  |  Huldre aa’n Elland  |  Wartburg Ballade

2L25 CD STEREO

Frøydis Ree Wekre  – few instrumentalists have like her achieved to put Norway on the musi-
cal World map. Trough a long and distinguished career as one of the world’s leading horn play-

ers, as a professor and celebrated cultural personality; her 
work has been of tremendous value to the art of horn playing  
and its repertoire of contemporary music. Her distinctive tone 
and communicative abilities have captured audiences and 
composers all over the world.

Frøydis Ree Wekre horn

Lisa Ford | Jan-Olav Martinsen horn

Atle Sponberg violin

Aspaas | Plagge | Clearfield piano

CEROS

MADSEN  |  BERGE  |  PLAGGE  |  KVANDAL  |  CLEARFIELD



Drufiacc® CD STEREO

Traditional Scandinavian music meets classical and bluesy streaks in a trio of percussion, fiddle 
and accordion to produce a tremendously compelling and driving sound, in the purest of tunes 
and the simplest of moods. This is what constitutes the mastery 
of the Norwegian trio.

WARNING: Drums, fiddle and accordion  may cause severe addiction!

FLUKT
Sturla Eide fiddle / hardangerfiddle

Øivind Farmen accordion

Håvard Sterten percussion

2L23

Drufiacc® – extracted from rhythms of blues and Nordic tunes with a classical scent

2L20 CD STEREO

The Horn has always been one of the brass instrument family’s most fascinating members due 
to its sweet, yet full timbre. For centuries it has seen service as a signal horn, a post horn and as 

a musical instrument, but the development of the Valve Horn 
during the 1st half of the 19th century really placed the Horn in 
the forefront among solo instruments. Robert Schumann was 
among the first to acknowledge the full potential of the new 
instrument, and on this recording he and four colleagues speak 
to us with the electrifying and calling voice of the Horn.

Kjell-Erik Arnesen horn

Jørgen Larsen piano

CALLS

SCHUMANN  |  STRAUSS  |  HINDEMITH  |  NIELSEN  |  BERGE

ein song frå dei utsungne stunder CD STEREO

Inspired by a wide variety of classic styles Berit, Nils and Bjørn found common ground in the 
field of improvisation back in 1998. Berit Opheim has won the traditional Landskappleiken with 
her shining vocal, performs early music with Rolf Lislevand and 
commissions experimental contemporary music. Nils Økland 
brings his personal expression to the fiddle, hardanger fiddle 
and viola d’amore. Bjørn Kjellemyr makes the jazzground trem-
ble with his double bass. His recent fondness of the colascione, 

a bass lute from 
the renaissance, is 
also to be heard.

B N B
Berit Opheim vocal

Nils Økland fiddle and hardangerfiddle

Bjørn Kjellemyr double bass

2L24

Are you prepared to let yourself be touched — to face a real timeout?
Do you dare to listen — inside yourself, and discover something beautiful?

SUSTAINED CD STEREO

Piano Music between Romantic and Impressionism — performed by the superb sonority artist 
Steffen Horn — a sustained journey in time and space. From the great visions of Chopin in his Bal-
lade no. 4 through the caressing waves of Faure’s Barcarolles to 
the exotic world of Debussy’s Estampes; Steffen Horn leads his 
listeners through some of the most beautiful landscapes Music 
has to offer.

Steffen Horn piano

2L22

DEBUSSY  |  FAURÉ  |  CHOPIN

2L21 CD STEREO

Sergei Prokofiev created his vivid music in a century marred by war and death. The two piano 
sonatas on this recording were written during two world wars; still they radiate belief in life as 

a creative power. Pianist Steffen Horn here gives a compelling 
account of historical events.

Steffen Horn piano

PROKOFIEV

SERGEI PROKOFIEV:  Sonata #4 and #6

2L19 CD STEREO

Love and joy are juxtaposed with pain and death, and the “sweetest sighs” of the title are ones  
of hope and despair. We are in early 17th century Italy. Composers such as Caccini, Monte- 

verdi, Merula and d’India have all written music to the poetry of, 
among others, Ottavio Rinuccini. And Ron Ford’s composition 
Rinuccini connects it with our time.

Contributing to this recording are Shalev Adel, harpsichord, 
Bjarte Eike, baroque violin, Vegard Lund, theorbe/lute/ 
baroque guitar, Sigyn Fossnes, baroque violin and Gunnar Hauge,  
baroque cello.

Tone Wik soprano

Dolcissimo sospiro

Dolcissimo sospiro is baroque in the use of “clair obscur”, 
a technique also employed in painting and sculpture of the early baroque era.



GLIMMER CD STEREO

As the notes from Sturla Eide’s fiddle and Andreas Aase’s guitar soar towards the ceiling of the 
Sofienberg church in Oslo, different thoughts and emotions are unleashed.

Every single melody in Norwegian traditional music is saturat-
ed by rhythm, simply because the tunes had to be danceable 
by themselves a long time ago - the melody is in the rhythm, 
the rhythm is in the melody. So when Andreas’ guitar and  
occasional bouzouki is added to Sturla’s fiddle and hardanger 
fiddle playing, it is done in a thoughtful and gentle way.

Sturla Eide fiddle / hardanger fiddle

Andreas Aase guitar / Irish bouzouki

2L17

… a careful foot stomp in a slightly tilted 3, the firm but lyrical double-stops of a traditional
Norwegian fiddler, fingertips touching guitar strings to create chords and rhythms …

2L14 CD STEREO

These compositions circle each other like planets in a binary star system and form an aesthetic 
as well as an epic union: one gives where the other takes, one is tacit where the other speaks. 

In fact, all the inner and outer processes are distinguished 
by contrasts. The tension between the old and the new is  
additionally re-inforced through the use of extremely archaic 
as well as modernistic instrumental means.

These works shimmer with a compelling energy which comes from 
the perfectly judged sense of proportion, and both players clearly 
revel in performing this most enjoyable and quirky of music
(– The Strad 2004)

Annar Follesø violin

Helge Kjekshus piano

… in circles

Composer Wolfgang Plagge takes on the challenge of treading two apparently very 
dissimilar circles – only to discover that they are tightly connected, like links in a chain.

MAHLER | WALTER CD STEREO

Bruno Walter was Gustav Mahler’s earliest, closest and — many would say — most authentic 
interpreter. This recording opens the door into another, unknown world — that of Walter’s own 
creative life as a composer, revealing at once his indebtedness 
to Mahler, but at the same time his own powerful and distinc-
tive voice, too long hidden in the shadow of his mentor. 

Christian Hilz baritone

Katia Bouscarrut piano

2L18

Songs by GUSTAV MAHLER and BRUNO WALTER

Johan HALVORSEN CD STEREO

The influence of the theater on the life of composer, violinist and conductor Johan Halvorsen 
(1864–1935) dates as far back as his youth. During his time as musical director for Norway’s two 
most important theatrical stages he composed music for over 
thirty different plays.
The unusually visual nature of his music left so strong an  
imprint upon his contemporaries, that he was presented with 
a violin of exceptional quality and value by a Russian patron. 
On this recording, two of Norway’s foremost musicians allow us 
to become acquainted with Johan Halvorsen’s chamber music 

– on the composer’s own instrument.

Per Kristian Skalstad violin

Tor Espen Aspaas piano

2L16

JOHAN HALVORSEN — a man and his violin

2L15 CD STEREO

The ensemble “Over Stok og Steen” (over hill and dale) have specialized in folk music from Hede-
marken, the flatland villages east of the lake Mjøsa. The musical traditions of this region are wide-

ranging in their history, form, and expression, something we 
have wished to take into account on the present recording. You 
will hear minuets from the 18th century, the peasant’s polka, 
the farmer’s fandango and the ballad singer’s wistful love songs. 
With all respect for the folk music traditions of Hedemarken, we 
have adapted the melodies in our own way. The recording is an 
homage to composers, village fiddlers, ballad singers, farmers 
and peasants — to all and sundry!

Over Stok og Steen

– til almuen

Crossroads at the intersection of folk-, popular- and classical music

2L13 CD STEREO

GLOW – For centuries, Norway’s dark winter days and luminous summer nights have inspired 
the diverse forms of creativity of its folk artists. Troll lore and nature mysticism spring from the 

interplay of light and darkness on the fertile imagination, and 
light in its many manifestations has always been a central  
element of Norwegian painting and music. An intense dark glow  
permeates the music presented on this CD by two distin-
guished artists. In their tightly arranged renderings the vigor 
and poetic feeling of the folk music tradition is fused with a 
bold and skillful use of polyphonic texture, bearing witness to 
the power inherent in a living tradition.

Mari Eggen fiddle

Helene Høye fiddle

GLØD

Folk music from Gudbrandsdalen, including modern tunes composed in the traditional style



MAJORSTUEN CD STEREO

In between the worlds of folklore and classical, where pulsating energetic monody meets the 
polyphonic, polytonal and rhythmically intricate melody we encounter the Norwegian group 
MAJORSTUEN. This young and creative ensemble succeeds 
in utilising the totality of artistic ingredients within the Nor-
wegian musical heritage, thus producing breathtaking new  
perspectives. We get it all: From melancholic inspired fiddle-
tunes, good-natured folk dance parodies to astonishingly 
pointed and vital new compositions.

majorstuen

2L11

Hardcore fiddle music by the hottest folk music band in Norway 

2L8 CD STEREO

The Norwegian group ”FLUKT” (soaring) lends Music wings! The players literally radiate true  
musicianship, an energetic intensity and a spirit of sorts, which gives the listener a hard time  

sitting still. Their Music resembles a good game of chess, where 
elements of surprise and unconventional imaginative abilities 
beat the conventional and sturdy. The inspirational sources 
are many; Scandinavian as well as Gaelic folk Music, religious 
tunes and specially written compositions form a vital and living 
totality with a strong 
and personal identity. 
Enjoy this soaring mu-
sical experience and 
fly over familiar and 
unknown lands!

FLUKT
Sturla Eide fiddle/hardangerfiddle

Øivind Farmen accordion

Sondre Meisfjord double bass

Spill

A flight in an eclectic athmosphere of folk music

trio HARDANGER CD STEREO

This CD presents interpretations of Norwegian folk tunes in the manner of the legendary fiddle 
player Halldor Meland (1884–1972), performed by three of Norway’s most accomplished solo-
ists on the hardanger fiddle. As an ensemble, the members of 
trio HARDANGER draw a kind of energy from one another that 
infuses their playing with new vitality. But above all they stand 
forth as soloists, with a spontaneity, vigor and inner verve that 
lives on inside the listener. All three have been inspired here 
by the dynamic, boundless and uncompromising spirit of the 

older master.

Knut Hamre hardanger fiddle

Åse Teigland hardanger fiddle

Frank Rolland hardanger fiddle

2L12

The drone strings of the Hardangerfiddle resonate an unearthly,  
trance-inducing sound associated with the devil and trolls

frå folk te’ folk CD STEREO

But this does not at all imply that folk music has to be static and forever unchangeable. Musicians 
like Knut Kjøk and Dag Gården lend the term Tradition itself an entirely new meaning, as they 
pay equally respect to creativity and fantasy as well as re-cre-
ation and faithfulness to their musical sources. As a result an 
extraordinarily sincere, honest and fascinating music emerges; 
right through candid, truly original and refreshingly new – from 
people to people!

Knut Kjøk fiddle

Dag Gården accordion

2L10

Folkloristic traditions based on the transmission of music from generation to generation. 

2L9 CD STEREO

More than 700 years lay between text and music in this version of the Norse epic poem  
”Liknarbraut”. An anonymous skald wrote down his innermost thoughts about the Cross in a  

strong and sonorous ”dråpa”, entirely in the tradition of the 
pre-Christian Viking skalds. The poem is full of fascinating 
and mythical images that speak with an astonishing amount 
of authority to modern man as well. Wolfgang Plagge’s choral 
setting bridges the centuries and lends depth to the medi-
eval poetic thoughts. The musical expression ranges from the  
faintest Pianissimo to cascades of explosive energy, and 
forms an acoustic impression of Time itself – ARS NOVA part III  

– a modern reflection.
Ensemble 96

Øystein Fevang conductor

ARS NOVA – A modern reflection

WOLFGANG PLAGGE:  Liknarbraut

2L7 CD STEREO

”Forced to live with a permanent physical disorder, born with a fiery temperament, I had to isolate 
myself, live my life alone.” The musical genius that lost his hearing never succumbed to fate. On 

the contrary – over and over again he managed to adjust to the 
shifting phases of his life and art. As a creative artist, Beethoven 
stood for constant renewal throughout his entire career, and 
he never hesitated from sharing his innermost feelings with his 
listeners. The three sonatas on this CD were created in three 
different phases – meet the young, the struggling and the  
mature Beethoven in an intense and lucid performance. “I will 
fly at fate and attack it – it will never succeed in striking me  
to the ground!”

Kristin Fossheim fortepiano 
Bjørn Solum cello

BEETHOVEN

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN:  Sonatas for fortepiano and cello



ARS NOVA – The Medieval Inspiration CD STEREO

What happens when a massive star dies? In a cataclysmic explosion it hurls enormous amounts 
of star matter into the Universe and becomes a Nova. But this matter contains essential building 
blocks for the creation of new stars and planets; so the old star 
contributes to the giving of new life. When Reformation reached 
Norway in 1536 A.D., virtually all of the ancient Gregorian tradi-
tion was annihilated. Still Norwegian music of today, folk music 
as well as work of art, contains lots of traces from the influence 
of medieval music. Discover what happens when the Middle 

Ages speak through 
the heart of a con-
temporary composer 

– ARS NOVA.

Solveig Kringelborn soprano

Ole Edvard Antonsen trumpet

Wolfgang Plagge piano

2L5

WOLFGANG PLAGGE:  Liber Sequentiarum  |  Sonata for trumpet & piano  |  Sólarljód 

2L2 CD STEREO

During a recital in Christiania in June 1876 Henryk Wieniawski performed Grieg’s Sonata in F 
with Edvard Grieg himself playing the piano part. After the performance Grieg wrote to a friend:  

During my concerts, the audience normally sits around  
yawning and snoring, but yesterday, when I played with  
Mr. Wieniawski, everybody seemingly wanted to tear down the 
house in ecstasy!

We hope that you will catch a fragment of the same atmosphere 
when Piotr Janowski in this recording interprets Wieniawski’s 
own repertoire ...

Piotr Janowski violin

Wolfgang Plagge piano

WIENIAWSKI vol 1

HENRYK WIENIAWSKI: Polonaise, Souvenir de Poznan, Kujawiak, Gigue,  
Sielanka, Piesn Polska, Obertas, Dudziarz, Rêverie and Le Carnaval Russe

ARS NOVA – The Legacy CD STEREO

ARS NOVA – the New Art – a term commonly used to describe European music of the 14th century 
A.D. During this period, Music soars to new heights of freedom and invention – still, the medieval 
legacy is not being forgotten. The Old perishes – but nourishes 
and feeds the New. This cosmic principle applies to every level 
of our existence, from physics and chemistry to art, literature, 
history and religion. Music, as the language of the Soul, is also 
bound to this eternal principle. This is especially evident in the 
connection between folklore and its inspirational sources: New 

art forms constantly 
develop under the in-
fluence of older forms. 
ARS NOVA part II – The 
Legacy.

Evgeni Koroliov piano

Ljupka Hadzi-Georgieva piano

Arctic Brass ensemble

2L6

WOLFGANG PLAGGE:  Concerto Grosso II  |  Music for two Pianos

Bortover all vei ... CD STEREO

The magic of a true Norwegian “spellemann” (fiddler) has seldom been presented in a more  
convincing way. Tron Steffen Westberg throws the spell of generations on every listener who 
dares to come close enough, and he demonstrates the  
rhythmical and emotional powers of traditional Norwegian folk 
music to the very limit. In old times it sometimes happened 
that fiddlers could become so consumed by their own playing 
that they frightened their audiences out of their wits. In such 
cases the fiddle had to be taken away from the performers by 
force! Westberg has got that same power in his playing, but no 
one should ever be allowed to take the instrument away from him!

Tron Steffen Westberg fiddle

2L4

Haunting, hypnotic and beautiful solo fiddling from Norway

2L3 CD STEREO

This is the inspirational background for the musicians in the young Norwegian group  
Vintermåne. A fascinating landscape based on tradition and innovation is being brought to 

life through folk music with potent elements of jazz and 
pop. The specific Norwegian folk tradition of creative musical  
performance is here being presented to the listener in an  
entirely new and fertile light – and the old tunes evidently seem 
to prosper in their new surroundings.

VINTERMÅNE
Anne Gravir Klykken vocal

Frøydis Grorud sax

Torjus Vierli keys

VINTERMÅNE

The magnificent steel blue of a Winter Moon – An eerie warm light on the cold snow

2L1 CD STEREO

The warmth of wistfulness, a smile through tears, the veil of light rain, longing without name, 
alienation – musing over unanswerable questions. The age we live in calls for youthfulness, not 

heavy minds. Might it be that the spirit of our time is fleeing 
from itself? Is ours really an age of melancholy?

As the title suggests, this is a recording of sad music. Though 
the music is sad there is a kind of optimism here along with 
the promise of an eventual smile that happens in spite of the 
tears connected with 
sadness. Morten Carlsen viola

Marianne Beate Kielland soprano

Sergej Osadchuk piano

MELANKOLI
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  Spor # Artist Title  Catalogue#

 01 Ensemble 96 Nystedt: Prayers of Kierkegaard 2L29SACD

 02 Majorstuen Trippar 2L11

 03 Annar Follesø Bartók: Sonata for solo violin 2L28SACD

 04 BNB Et minne dypt 2L24

 05 PK Svensen/MSO Amdahl: Elegi 2L35SACD

 06 FLUKT Sjåttis 2L23

 07 Skalstad/Aspaas Halvorsen: Suite for violin and piano 2L16

 08 Tone Wik Marini: Natività di Christo 2L19

 09 sturla | andreas Ril 2L17

 10 Grex Vocalis Poulenc: Magnum Mysterium 2L26SACD

 11 Jens Harald Bratlie Madsen: Fuge no 9 2L33SACD

 12 Follesø/Kjekshus Plagge: Hector 2L14

 13 Wekre/Martinsen/Ford Berge: Trio for three horns 2L25

 14 Vintermåne Håvard Hedde 2L3

 15 Ensemble 96 Plagge: Liknarbraut 2L9

 16 Kristiansand S.O. Lie: Symphony in a-minor 2L27

 17 Janowski/Plagge Wieniawski: Sielanka 2L2

 18 Antonsen/Kringelborn Plagge: Liber Sequentiarum 2L5

 19 Tron Steffen Westberg Finnleiken 2L4

 20 Kristiansand B.E. Grieg:  Sørgemarsj 2L31SACD

Further audio-samples are available online

www.2L.MusicOnline.no
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Upcoming releases 2006
Concertos & Fairytales (Hovland/Nilsen/Plagge/Amdahl)  |  PK Svensen with Malmö S.O.

Sonatas (Enesco/Strauss)  |  Kolbjørn Holthe and Tor Espen Aspaas

Piano-quartets (Plagge, Madsen/Kruse)  |  AURORA quartett

Requiem (Sigurd Islandsmoen )  |  Kristiansand Symphony Orchestra and Det norske Solistkor

Slåttetrall  |  Berit Opheim

http://www.2l.musiconline.no
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